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All successful organizations need to continuously improve
operational efficiency and achieve better financial results.
Using this book you'll learn how to maximize your SAP
ERP Controlling implementation by leveraging valueadded activities and a process-driven approach. You'll
find detailed, expert instruction on what needs to be done
after an SAP ERP Controlling implementation is
complete — when the real work begins! Learn how to
minimize the time spent on burdensome reconciliation
activities so you can focus on the strategic aspects.
Discover how to meet a variety of challenges, including
enterprise structure definition, managing integrated
processes and applications, complex reporting
requirements, and more. Using real-world examples and
best practices, you'll also find out how to analyze and
deploy the most appropriate tools and methodologies to
best suit the needs of your organization. The businessprocess perspective and real-world focus make this a
practical, invaluable resource for finance professionals,
implementation teams, consultants, and anyone who
needs to get the very most out of SAP ERP Financials.
Making Incentive Compensation Management - ICM projects and operations more successful.
Disruption by digital technologies? That's not a new story.
But what is new is the "wise pivot," a replicable strategy
for harnessing disruption to survive, grow, and be relevant
to the future. It's a strategy for perpetual reinvention
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across the old, now, and new elements of any business.
Rapid recent advances in technology are forcing leaders in
every business to rethink long-held beliefs about how to
adapt to emerging technologies and new markets. What
has become abundantly clear: in the digital age,
conventional wisdom about business transformation no
longer works, if it ever did. Based on Accenture's own
experience of reinventing itself in the face of disruption,
the company's real world client work, and a rigorous twoyear study of thousands of businesses across 30 industries,
Pivot to the Future reveals methodical and bold moves for
finding and releasing new sources of trapped valueunlocked by bridging the gap between what is
technologically possible and how technologies are being
used. The freed value enables companies to
simultaneously reinvent their legacy, and current and new
businesses. Pivot to the Future is for leaders who seek to
turn the existential threats of today and tomorrow into
sustainable growth, with the courage to understand that a
wise pivot strategy is not a one-time event, but a
commitment to a future of perpetual reinvention, where
one pivot is followed by the next and the next.
ABAP to the Future is back, and better than ever! Looking
for the latest in ABAP syntax? The code examples are
fully rewritten. Need to start working in the cloud with the
ABAP RESTful application programming model? We've
got you covered. Got a new IDE like SAP Business
Application Studio? We'll show you the ins and outs of
your environment. From abapGit and ABAP2XLSX to
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SAPUI5 and Web Dynpro ABAP, this new edition has
everything you need to be on the cutting edge!
How to Pass the SAP ABAP Certification Exam
Development and Extensibility
SQLScript for SAP HANA
ABAP Development for SAP S/4HANA
Business Process Integration with SAP ERP
Functionality and Configuration
A Practical Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Queries and
Reports for Data Analysis using SAP BusinessObjects
Web Intelligence XI 3.1
Demystify the SAP ABAP certification process and get
the knowledge you need to pass the SAP Certified
Development Associate exam. This book offers a
comprehensive guide to passing the certification
exam—dive into question formats, review the core
material you need to know, and find out what to expect
on the exam. What are ABAP certification questions
really like? How many different formats are there? Dive
into the 11 certification topic areas including ABAP
Dictionary, ABAP programming, ABAP Objects, Web
Dynpro for ABAP, and enhancements and modifications.
Learn proven strategies for passing the exam including
practical tips for maximizing your score. This book
includes realistic abbreviated and full-length sample
exams and a comprehensive checklist of topics that you
will be expected to know. Find out what to expect on the
day of the exam. If you have the ABAP skills, this book
gives you the best possible chance of passing the SAP
Certified Development Associate exam. - Essential guide
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on how to pass the ABAP Associate Certification exam Overview of certification exam topics - Proven strategies
for passing the exam - Abbreviated and full-length
practice exams with answer guides
Preparing for your financial accounting exam? Make the
grade with this SAP S/4HANA 1909 and 2020
certification study guide! From general ledger accounting
to financial closing, this guide reviews the key technical
and functional knowledge you need to get a high score
on your SAP S/4HANA for Financial Accounting
Associates exam. Explore test methodology, key
concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and
answers. Your path to financial accounting certification
begins here! Highlights Include: 1) Exam C_TS4FI_1909
2) Exam C_TS4FI_2020 3) Deployment 4) General
ledger accounting 5) Accounts payable (AP) 6) Accounts
receivable (AR) 7) Asset accounting 8) Financial closing
9) Document parking 10) Validations and substitutions
11) Bank account management
Put machine learning to work in SAP S/4HANA! Get
started by reviewing your available tools and
implementation options. Then, learn how to set up
services, train models, and manage applications.
Discover how machine learning is implemented in key
lines of business, from finance to sales. With details on
extensibility and related SAP Cloud Platform services,
you'll find everything you need to make the most of
machine learning! In this book, you'll learn about: a.
Tools and Technologies Get to know the machine
learning toolkit you can use to consume models: SAP
HANA, SAP Cloud Platform, SAP Analytics Cloud, SAP
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Intelligent Robotic Process Automation, and more. b.
Technical Implementation Perform the technical setup in
SAP S/4HANA. Learn how to implement key services,
train machine learning models, and manage applications,
from data integration to user interface design. c.
Business Implementation See how machine learning
improves your lines of business. Explore machine
learning in SAP S/4HANA business processes for
finance, procurement, sales, inventory, and more.
Highlights Include: 1) Predictive analytics 2) Predictive
intelligence 3) Tools and technologies 4) Architecture 5)
Embedded services 6) Technical implementation 7)
Business implementation 8) Extensibility 9) SAP HANA
10) SAP Cloud Platform 11) SAP Analytics Cloud
A Business Information Warehouse Study Guide
A Supplement for Sap Based Supply Chain Management
Courses
A Business and Technical Roadmap to Deploying SAP
Optimize Your SAP ERP Financials Controlling
Implementation
SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management
Sap Scm

From routine training to certification updates, this book shows
you how SAP SuccessFactors handles learning management.
Configure and use key SAP SuccessFactors Learning
functionality: instructor-led training, content management, onthe-job training, and more. Apply experts' best practices so
your SAP SuccessFactors Learning implementation project
makes the grade-'I'm a HUGE fan of Alison Green's "Ask a Manager" column.
This book is even better' Robert Sutton, author of The No
Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide 'Ask A
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Manager is the book I wish I'd had in my desk drawer when I
was starting out (or even, let's be honest, fifteen years in)' Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling author of The LifeChanging Magic of Not Giving a F*ck A witty, practical guide
to navigating 200 difficult professional conversations Ten
years as a workplace advice columnist has taught Alison
Green that people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they don't know what to say. Thankfully, Alison
does. In this incredibly helpful book, she takes on the tough
discussions you may need to have during your career. You'll
learn what to say when: · colleagues push their work on you then take credit for it · you accidentally trash-talk someone in
an email and hit 'reply all' · you're being micromanaged - or
not being managed at all · your boss seems unhappy with
your work · you got too drunk at the Christmas party With
sharp, sage advice and candid letters from real-life readers,
Ask a Manager will help you successfully navigate the stormy
seas of office life.
Third Edition: Thoroughly Updated and Expanded, with
Extensive New Coverage! In just 24 sessions of one hour or
less, youʼll master the entire SAP project lifecycle, from
planning through implementation and system administration
through day-to-day operations. Using this bookʼs
straightforward, step-by-step approach, youʼll gain a strong
real-world foundation in both the technology and business
essentials of todayʼs SAP products and applications̶from
the ground up. Step-by-step instructions walk you through the
most common questions, issues, and tasks youʼll encounter
with SAP. Case study-based exercises help you build and
test your knowledge. By the Way notes present interesting
pieces of information. Did You Know? tips offer advice or
teach an easier way. Watch Out! cautions warn about
potential problems. Learn how to… Understand SAPʼs newest
products for enterprises and
small-to-midsize businesses,
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and choose the right solutions for your company Discover
how SAP integrates with Web services and service-oriented
architecture Develop an efficient roadmap for deploying SAP
in your environment Plan your SAP implementation from
business, functional, technical, and project management
perspectives Leverage NetWeaver 7.0 features to streamline
development and integration, and reduce cost Walk through a
step-by-step SAP technical installation Master basic SAP
system administration and operations Perform essential tasks
such as logon, session management, and printing Build SAP
queries and reports Prepare for SAP upgrades and
enhancements Develop your own personal career as an SAP
professional Register your book at
informit.com/title/9780137142842 for convenient access to
updates and corrections as they become available.
You've worked with ABAP, SAP Fiori, and OData--now see
how these technologies and more come together in the ABAP
RESTful programming model! Build on your expertise to
create cloud-ready applications for SAP S/4HANA and deploy
applications to the SAP Fiori launchpad. Manage applications
with Git version control, automated testing, and continuous
integration. Make the new model work for you! 1) ABAP
RESTful programming model 2) End-to-end development 3)
SAP S/4HANA 4) SAP Fiori Elements 5) Business objects 6)
Deployment 7) Core data services (CDS) 8) OData services
9) Automated testing 10) Continuous integration 11) SAP
Cloud Platform a. ABAP RESTful Programming Model
Develop web-based SAP HANA-optimized ABAP applications
for SAP S/4HANA. Master the new ABAP RESTful
programming model, from queries, business objects, and
business services, to its relationship to SAP Fiori and SAP
Gateway. b. SAP Fiori Elements and Freestyle Applications
Get the step-by-step instructions you need to create list
reports, overview pages,Page
analytical
list pages, and freestyle
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applications. See how the ABAP RESTful programming
model incorporates core data services, business object
behaviors, OData, and more. c. Deployment and Operations
Once your applications are developed, deploy them to the
SAP Fiori launchpad. Implement Git version control,
automated backend and frontend testing, and continuous
integration.
Warehouse Management with SAP ERP
SAP S/4HANA Financial Accounting Certification Guide
The Comprehensive Guide
Sap R/3 Certi. Exam Gud. (With Cd)
SAP SuccessFactors Learning
Sap Businessobjects Web Intelligence XI 3 1 Training Course

Meet your BI needs with SAP S/4HANA
embedded analytics! Explore the system
architecture and data model and learn how to
perform analytics on live transactional data.
Business user? Walk step-by-step through SAP
Smart Business KPIs, dashboards, and
multidimensional reporting. Analytics specialist?
Master the virtual data model and report
creation. Jack of all trades? Create CDS views,
apply custom fields and logic, and learn to
integrate SAP S/4HANA with SAP Analytics
Cloud. This is your complete guide to SAP
S/4HANA embedded analytics! Highlights
include: 1) Architecture 2) Virtual data model
(VDM) 3) CDS views 4) SAP Fiori apps 5) SAP
Smart Business 6) Key performance indicators
(KPIs) 7) Dashboards 8) Reporting 9) Data
warehousing 10) SAP Analytics
Cloud 11)
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Machine learning
Whether you're upgrading an existing billing
system or moving to a subscription- or
consumption-based model, SAP BRIM is
ready--and here's is your guide! From
subscription order management and charging to
invoicing and contract accounting, get step-bystep instructions for each piece of the billing
puzzle. For setup, execution, or analytics, follow
a continuous case study through each billing
process. With this book, join the future of billing!
a. End-to-End Billing Learn the what and the why
of SAP BRIM, and then master the how!
Charging, invoicing, contract accounts
receivable and payable, and subscription order
management--see how to streamline billing with
the SAP BRIM solutions. b. Configuration and
Functionality Set up and use SAP BRIM tools:
Subscription Order Management, SAP
Convergent Charging, SAP Convergent
Invoicing, FI-CA, and more. Implement them
individually or as part of an integrated
landscape. c. SAP BRIM in Action Meet Martex
Corp., a fictional telecommunications case study
and your guide through the SAP BRIM suite.
Follow its path to subscription-based billing and
learn from billing industry best practices! 1) SAP
Billing and Revenue Innovation Management 2)
Subscription order management 3) SAP
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Convergent Charging 4) SAP Convergent
Invoicing 5) Contracts accounting (FI-CA) 6) SAP
Convergent Mediation 7) Reporting and analytics
8) Implementation 9) Project management
SAP can help you capture better information and
deliver it more quickly, allowing you to make
better decisions and maximize the business
value of everything you do. However, SAP
implementations require massive effort, total buyin, and significant change throughout the
organization. In SAP Implementation Unleashed,
10 expert SAP project managers, functional
consultants, and technologists guide you
through the entire journey, helping you avoid
pain and pitfalls and gain all the benefits of SAP.
The authors introduce start-to-finish business,
technical, and project management roadmaps for
successful SAP implementation. Then, drawing
on their immense experience, they walk you
through the entire process of planning and
deployment—addressing make-or-break issues
and hidden gaps that other guidebooks ignore.
You’ll discover how to employ processes,
models, and toolsets that help you achieve
implementation excellence while systematically
reducing cost and business risk. Along the way,
you’ll find actionable advice and real-world
insight into innovative project management, bestsuited leadership, effective load testing,
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contemporary infrastructure implementation, and
more. George W. Anderson is responsible for
providing enterprise applications thought
leadership for the EDS/HP office of the CTO. A
long-time SAP consultant and PMI-certified
project manager, George has authored several
best-selling books and enjoys new challenges.
Charles D. Nilson is a senior program manager
for EDS/HP and has led many successful SAP
implementation teams over the years. He is a PMI
PMP and is SAP Partner Academy certified in MM
and PP. Tim Rhodes is a senior SAP technical
consultant for EDS/HP and a Basis/infrastructure
veteran focused on implementing, migrating, and
upgrading SAP Business Suite and NetWeaver
solutions. Tim is also an SAP-certified technical
consultant, OCP, MCSE, and HP Master ASE.
Detailed Information on How To... Define the
business vision driving your implementation,
and use it to design your solution Use TCO
techniques to fully understand SAP’s financial
impact in your organization Structure your SAP
project management office, business teams,
technical support organization, and overall
project team Size, plan, and test your SAP
infrastructure to deliver the best performance
and availability at the best cost Integrate SAP
into an SOA environment Install and configure
SAP Business Suite and NetWeaver components
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Perform basic functional configuration, testing,
and change management activities Enable a
smooth transition by successfully performing
the critical tasks that immediately precede SAP
Go-Live Choose the right mix of tools and
applications to test, manage, and monitor SAP
Prepare your SAP Operations team for its postimplementation responsibilities
"Your comprehensive guide to SAPUI5! From get
the know-how to develop MVC apps, use OData,
create data bindings, debug and test code, and
deploy apps. Learn the dos and don'ts of SAPUI5
and everything in between, whether you're
implementing CRUD operations or writing your
own controls. See what's new with SAP Cloud
Platform, SAPUI5 support assistant, and more.
Your best apps are yet to come"-SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics
Manage Your SAP Projects with SAP Activate
SAP BW Certification
SAP Implementation Unleashed
SAP Certified Application Associate
SAPUI5

"Ready for SAP BW/4HANA 2.0? This comprehensive
guide will teach you all there is to know about the
next generation business warehouse from SAP! Start
with a fresh installation or migrate from an existing
system. Then understand the new architecture,
explore administration tasks with SAP HANA Studio,
learn to model and analyze data, and find out how to
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connect to frontend BI tools"-Preparing for your SAP S/4HANA business process
integration exam? Make the grade with this
certification study guide to C_TS410! From financial
accounting to warehouse management, this guide
will review the key technical and functional
knowledge you need to exceed the cut score. Explore
test methodology, key concepts for each topic area,
and practice questions and answers. Your path to
C_TS410 certification begins here! In this book, you'll
learn about: a. The Test Get ready for test day! This
guide follows the exact structure of the exam, so
align your study of SAP S/4HANA business process
integration with the test objectives and walk through
the topics covered in C_TS410_2020. b. Core Content
Review major subject areas like financial accounting,
source-to-pay processing, and human experience
management. Then master important terminology
and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After
reviewing each chapter, solidify your knowledge with
questions and answers for each section and improve
your test-taking skills. Highlights Include: 1) Exams
C_TS410_2020 2) Financial and management
accounting 3) Source-to-pay processing 4) Lead-tocash processing 5) Design-to-operate processing 6)
Procurement 7) Supply chain 8) Production planning
9) Enterprise asset management 10) Warehouse
management 11) Project systems 12) Human
experience management
This book is designed for use as both a reference
guide and a conceptual resource for professionals
working with and around SAP ERP. This material
approaches real-world SAP topics using an
integrated process perspective of the firm. Each
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process is discussed within the context of its
execution across functional areas in the company.
Professionals will gain a deep appreciation for the
role of SAP ERP systems in efficiently managing
processes from multiple functional perspectives. -Foundational ERP concepts for end users & project
teams -- Digital learning of core principles and
techniques related to integrated business process
execution -- Real-World examples of SAP ERP "in
action" -- Self-Guided tutorials for critical SAP
transactions in each process -- Definitions and
contextual explanation of key terms and concepts in
SAP ERP Table of Contents 1. Introduction to
Business Processes 2. Introduction to Enterprise
Systems 3. Introduction to Accounting 4. The
Procurement Process 5. The Fulfillment Process 6.
The Production Process 7. Inventory and Warehouse
Management Processes 8. The Material Planning
Process 9. Integrated End-to-End Processes 10.
Global Bike Inc. Company History 11. Key Terms &
Definitions
Provides an overview to the exam's topics, including
a "Need toKnow" list that identifies areas that must
be understoodin-depth. Includes exercises that can
be performed, usually with a smalltest BW server.
Contains practice test questions that assess the
readersknowledge of the current exam topics. Serves
as a complement to the classroom training provided
bySAP.
ABAP to the Future
SAP HANA 2.0
Optimizing Reverse Logistics with SAP ERP
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing
Bosses and Other Tricky Situations at Work
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Practical Guide to SAP Business Partner Functions
and Integration with SAP S/4HANA
Ask a Manager

This is the book you need to master reverse
logistics. You ll learn how to configure and use SAP
ERP to optimize reverse logistics practices,
particularly returns, repairs, and refurbishment. And
with the step-by-step instructions, real-world
examples, and tips provided throughout, you ll find
many ways to streamline your processes and make
your business perform more efficiently. This is the
book that will ensure you re getting the most out of
the reverse logistics tools in SAP ERP. Basic
Principles of Reverse Logistics Explore what reverse
logistics is and how it can help you develop a more
efficient and cost-effective business. Reverse
Logistics Functionalities Get a thorough
understanding of the various reverse logistics
processes, and learn how they are executed within
SAP ERP. SAP ERP Configuration Learn how to
customize SAP ERP for reverse logistics to work for
your needs. Finance in Reverse Logistics Learn how
to recapture value for reverse logistics with
accounting and valuation in SAP. Real-World
Examples and Tips Use the insider tips provided
throughout to find solutions to your own reverse
logistics issues.
Learn what it takes to become an SAP Certified
Application Associate as you progress, step-by-step,
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through the key functions and business scenarios.
Practice makes perfect, and this book provides you
with a sampling of practice questions, so you ll
understand the different types of questions and learn
how to answer correctly based on the detailed
explanation of why each of the answers is correct or
incorrect. Plus, get the inside scoop on special tips
and tricks you can use to prepare for and pass the
exam. Explore practical, tried-and-true advice about
how to use particular functions, explanations based
on real-world business scenarios, as well as useful
study tips and much more. Key Objective Coverage
Learn the topics, terminology, and definitions as they
ll be presented on the exam. Practice Questions and
Answers Get familiar with the different types of exam
questions and find tips and strategies for answering
correctly. Real-World Scenarios Further your career
by understanding how SAP solutions are used in
everyday business scenarios. Take-Aways and Test
Tips Learn how to improve your odds of doing well in
each section of the exam.
A complete step-by-step practical guide to using
SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence 4.1 for
creating queries and reports for data analysis
With the conversion from SAP ERP to SAP
S/4HANA, the concept of classic customers and
vendors is a thing of the past. SAP Business Partner
is now the leading object for processing master data
information for customers and vendors. Transactions
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such as FD01/FK01, FD02/FK02 and XK01/XK02
are automatically redirected to the leading
transaction BP. In this practical guide, learn step by
step how to work with SAP Business Partner,
including primary customization settings, and the
creation of an SAP business partner with single and
grouped roles. Specialized topics such as search
help, field attributes, and authorizations are also
covered. A comparison of greenfield and brownfield
approaches is an essential aspect of this book. For
readers who want, or need, to migrate their current
data, guidance is provided on business partner
conversion types. This guide pays special attention
to master data synchronization via the CVI Cockpit,
including the assignment of number ranges and
intervals. - The SAP Business Partner concept - SAP
Business Partner integration in SAP ERP and SAP
S/4HANA - SAP Business Partner synchronization
and Customer-Vendor Integration (CVI) - Overview
of customization settings and master data
maintenance
Implementing SAP S/4HANA
Development and Operations with SAP BTP, ABAP
Environment
SAP System Security
The Book on Incentive Compensation Management
Functionality and Technical Configuration
ABAP in the Cloud
Discover the next generation of BI with this guide to SAP Analytics
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Cloud! Get your data into the system and see which data models to
use in which situations. Next, learn about stories--how to create
visualizations for them, publish them, and enhance them. With
information on using SAP Analytics Cloud for financial planning,
predictive analytics, dashboard creation, and more, this book is
your one-stop shop! Highlights include: 1) Data modeling 2)
Stories 3) Visualizations 4) Dashboards 5) Financial planning 6)
Predictive analytics 7) SAP Analytics Cloud, analytics designer 8)
SAP Digital Boardroom 9) SAP Analytics Hub 10) Data integration
11) Configuration
Developers! Make the grade with this SAP Cloud Platform
certification study guide. From application development and
integration to mobile services and the Internet of Things, this guide
will review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to
pass with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key concepts for
each topic area, and practice questions and answers to solidify your
knowledge. Your path to SAP Cloud Platform certification begins
here! a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date information on each
topic covered in the C_CP_13 exam, including application
development, extension, and integration. b. Core Content Review
major subject areas like architecture, the Cloud Foundry and Neo
development environments, SAP Cloud Platform Internet of Things,
and SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services. Then dial in with
important terminology, and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A
After reviewing chapters, test your skills with in-depth questions
and answers for each section and improve your test-taking skills. 1)
C_CP_13 2) Architecture 3) Development, extension, and
integration 4) SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services 5) SAP Cloud
Platform Internet of Things 6) SAP Cloud Platform SDK 7) SAP
Cloud Platform SDK for the Neo environment 8) Cloud Foundry 9)
Java 10) SAP HANA XS 11) SAPUI5
The book covers all the SAP R/3 modules including Finance (FI),
Controlling (CO), Materials Management (MM), Production
Planning (PP), and Sales and Distribution (SD). It includes
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comprehensive question--and--answer sections at the end of each
chapter; an easy-to-follow roadmap through the complexities of
SAP Partner Academy training; contact, location, and enrollment
information for all SAP/R3 certification exams; insider tips on
passing these exams on the first try.
"New to SQLScript-or maybe looking to brush up on a specific
task? Whatever your skill level, this comprehensive guide to
SQLScript for SAP HANA is for you! Master language elements,
data types, and the function library. Learn to implement SAP HANA
database procedures and functions using imperative and
declarative SQLScript. Integrate with ABAP, SAP BW on SAP
HANA, and SAP BW/4HANA. Finally, test, troubleshoot, and
analyze your SQLScript programs. Code like the pros!"-SAP Integration Suite
SAP HANA 2.0 Certification Guide
Implementing SAP S/4HANA Finance
Application Associate Exam
SAP Bw/4hana 2.0
Pivot to the Future

"SAP's integration technologies are now
combined-but what is the SAP Integration Suite,
and how do you use it to manage an integrated
enterprise landscape? In this book, get the
answers to these questions and more as you
take a tour of the new suite. Then get step-bystep instructions for using key capabilities such
as pre-packaged integrations, open APIs,
integration scenarios, the integration advisor,
and more. Master the complete integration
suite!"-SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high.
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Get your project right with this guide to SAP
Activate! Understand the road ahead: What are
the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities
happen when? Start by setting up a working
system, then walk through guided configuration,
and learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your
landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take
advantage of SAP Activate's agile methodology,
and get the guidance you need for a smooth and
successful go-live! In this book, you'll learn
about: a. Foundations Get up to speed with SAP
Activate. Learn about key concepts like fit-tostandard and fit/gap analysis, understand the
methodology, and walk through the key phases
of project management. b. Tools and
Technologies Open up your SAP Activate toolkit.
See how to access SAP Activate content with
SAP Best Practices Explorer, SAP Solution
Manager, and more. Then, use SAP Best
Practices and SAP Model Company to set up a
working system for your workshops. c.
Deployment Deploy SAP S/4HANA, step by step.
Follow detailed instructions to plan, prepare for,
and execute your on-premise or cloud
deployment activities according to SAP Activate.
Walk through key scenarios for a hybrid
implementation of SAP S/4HANA in your
landscape. Highlights Include: 1) Deployment 2)
Guided configuration 3) Agile project delivery 4)
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SAP Best Practices 5) SAP Model Company 6)
Organizational change management 7) SAP
S/4HANA 8) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 9) Hybrid
landscapes 10) C_ACTIVATE05 certification
Understand how SAP Project System supports
the entire lifecycle of your project, from planning
to invoicing Learn how to customize, maximize,
and use the full potential of SAP Project System
Align your business processes with the different
phases of SAP Project System 3rd edition, with
new features from SAP ERP 6.0, EHP5 and 6 Don
t let projects stress you out any longer get them
under control with this book From development,
to planning, to controlling, and to invoicing, no
essential project step or function is left out.
You'll get started with a thorough introduction to
the functions and customization of SAP Project
System. After mastering the basics, you'll learn
how to map specific business processes and
execution, carry out the different phases of
project management, and much more. All Phases
of the Project Cycle Whether you re interested in
project planning, budgeting, implementation,
invoicing, or reporting, find comprehensive
coverage of all project phases. Overview of
Structures Learn how to efficiently use work
breakdown structures, networks, milestones,
and statuses.Editing and Maintenance Functions
Find out how to handle tools such as Project
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Builder and Project Planning Board, use the field
selection and mass change functions, and more.
Integration Scenarios Explore how to use SAP
Project System in combination with other project
management tools, including Open PS for
Microsoft Project and SAP Portfolio and Project
Management. Updated for EHP5 and 6 Discover
new functions from the two latest Enhancement
Packages, as well as SAP Enterprise Project
Connection (also relevant for users with older
releases as of 4.6C]). Highlights Work breakdown
structure and network Milestones, documents,
statuses, and versions Tools for master data
maintenance Scheduling and planning
Budgeting functions External services and
internal activities Revaluation, overhead rates,
interest calculation Results analysis, cost
forecast, settlement Project Information System:
Structures and Financials Open PS for Microsoft
Project SAP Portfolio and Project Management
Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with
this introductory guide. Begin with an
exploration of the technological backbone of
SAP HANA as a database and platform. Then,
step into key SAP HANA user roles and discover
core capabilities for administration, application
development, advanced analytics, security, data
integration, and more. No matter how SAP HANA
2.0 fits into your business, this book is your
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starting point. In this book, you'll learn about: a.
Technology Discover what makes an in-memory
database platform. Learn about SAP HANA's
journey from version 1.0 to 2.0, take a tour of
your technology options, and walk through
deployment scenarios and implementation
requirements. b. Tools Unpack your SAP HANA
toolkit. See essential tools in action, from SAP
HANA cockpit and SAP HANA studio, to the SAP
HANA Predictive Analytics Library and SAP
HANA smart data integration. c. Key Roles
Understand how to use SAP HANA as a
developer, administrator, data scientist, data
center architect, and more. Explore key tasks like
backend programming with SQLScript, security
setup with roles and authorizations, data
integration with the SAP HANA Data
Management Suite, and more. Highlights include:
1) Architecture 2) Administration 3) Application
development 4) Analytics 5) Security 6) Data
integration 7) Data architecture 8) Data center
Development Associate Exam
Project Management with SAP Project System
Business Intelligence with SAP NetWeaver 7.0
SAP Activate
SAP S/4HANA Business Process Integration
Certification Guide
SAP Cloud Platform Certification Guide
Explore and use the agile techniques of SAP Activate
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Framework in your SAP Projects. About This Book
Explore the three pillars of SAP Activate and see how it
works in different scenario. Understand and Implement
Agile and Scrum concepts in SAP Activate. Get to Grisp
with SAP Activate framework and manage your SAP
projects effectively. Who This Book Is For This book is
for readers who want to understand the working of SAP
Activate and use it to manage SAP projects. Prior
knowledge of SAP Hana is must. What You Will Learn
Understand the fundamentals of SAP S4/HANA. Get
familiar with the structure and characteristics of SAP
Activate. Explore the application scenarios of SAP
Activate. Use Agile and Scrum in SAP Projects
effectively and efficiently Implement your learning into
a sample project to explore and understand the benefits
of SAP Activate methodology. In Detail It has been a
general observation that most SAP consultants and
professionals are used to the conventional waterfall
methodology. Traditionally, this method has been there
for ages and we all grew up learning about it and started
practicing it in real world. The evolution of agile
methodology has revolutionized the way we manage our
projects and businesses. SAP Activate is an innovative,
next generation business suite that allows producing
working deliverables straight away. Manage your SAP
Project with SAP Activate, will take your learning to the
next level. The book promises to make you understand
and practice the SAP Activate Framework. The focus is
to take you on a journey of all the phases of SAP
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Activate methodology and make you understand all the
phases with real time project examples. The author
explains how SAP Activate methodology can be used
through real-world use cases, with a comprehensive
discussion on Agile and Scrum, in the context of SAP
Project. You will get familiar with SAP S4HANA which
is an incredibly innovative platform for businesses which
can store business data, interpret it, analyze it, process it
in real time, and use it when it's needed depending upon
the business requirement. Style and approach An easy to
follow approach with concepts explained via scenarios
and project examples
SAP BTP, ABAP environment requires specialized
knowledge of language limits and development
environment--let this book be your guide! Begin by
provisioning a trial instance and setting up ABAP
Development Tools in Eclipse. Then, walk step-by-step
through building an app using the ABAP RESTful
application programming model, developing backend
services, and creating SAP Fiori apps. Connect your
cloud-based ABAP applications to on-premise and cloud
systems and learn how to manage and maintain those
applications. ABAP's not dead, it's in the cloud!
Highlights include: 1) ABAP Development Tools in
Eclipse 2) SAP BTP, Cloud Foundry environment 3)
ABAP RESTful application programming model 4)
Application development 5) Backend services 6) SAP
Fiori 7) Consuming APIs 8) Identity and access
management 9) Application lifecycle management 10)
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Monitoring and security
Sams Teach Yourself SAP in 24 Hours
SAP Analytics Cloud
Discovering Value and Creating Growth in a Disrupted
World
Project Management for SAP S/4HANA
SAP Fiori Launchpad
An Introduction
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